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Outdoor environm nts for peopl with
dementia: an xploratory tudy u ing
irtual reality

811
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ABSTRACT
F w tudie. ha e investigated how outdo r environmcnt might disable people
with dcmentia. The i su i rarely con idered in planning and d sign guideline
and not at all in regulation, de pite dementia being within the scope of disability
discrimination legi lation in the nited Kingdom and oth r countrie·. Thi
ani Ie repon a study that im'oh'ed older people with mild to m derate dementia
taking two walks, one in a real lown entre and one in a \;nual realit· 'R)
simulation. daptation \ ere made to the R imulation to te t po. sible de ign
improvement. Overall, the 10W11 elllre po. ed relalivel few problem for the
38 older p ople with dementia who panicipated, although more difficulty was
evident \\;th greater impairment. , orne features of parti ular pia e were lik d
mol' than other particularly the egregation of pace from motor traffic. There
w re measurable benefits from u ing clear textual i m to uppon warfinding and
to identif' obje t and pia e in the em·ironment. Dimini hed outdo r a ti\;IY i
likely to b' experienced as a decrea e in qu, lity of life and may accelerate the
pr gre ion of demelllia. "'e onclude that older people \\;th mild to moderate
dementia hould be encouraged t he aClive outd 0 and that thi can be
facilitated by mall em;ronmelllal m diJication. ome limitation. of the VR
te hnology u ed for the tudy arc a1 0 rep ned.

KEY WORDS - dementia, em'ironm nt, \'inual reality waJkin .

Introduction

D 'mentia i a common disablin condition among older people and the
pr val nee i growing in all ag ing ocietie . Both of the main dem nti,
Alzheim r'. di ea e and va. ular dementia cau e di orientation and
diffi ulry with omprehen ion, and th· can m, ke navigating and
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understanding everyday environments challenging. Although severe de
mentia may eventually necessitate moving into a residential or nursing
home, in the nited Kingdom an estimated 80 per cent of' people with
dementia live in the community (Audit Commi ion ~2000). Many remain
active outdoors until this becomes impossible. Rarely, however, are out
door environment considered by planners or designers in terms of' the
opportunities and barriers they present for a person with dementia
(Blackman et al. 2003).

There i evidence that the more that older people walk and take exer
cise, the less their risk of dementia (Abbott et at. 2004; Larson el at. 200G;
Scherder el at. 2005). There are several pas ible explanations for this a 
sociation, including tlle effects of walking on cognitive activity and cardio
vascular healili. A study by ''''euve el at. (2004) found that older women
who were more physically active had better cognitive function across
general cognition, memory, fluency and attention. ''''omen with cognitive
impairment who walked more also experienced less cognitive decline.
Despite this evidence, little is known about how the outdoor environment
may disable a per on with mild to moderate dementia and therefore dis
courage walking, and exclude them from the benefit.

There is a body of work on dementia-friendly design but this con
centrates on indoor care settings such as day centres and residential
home, aliliough adjacent gardens have received attention. Much of thi
evidence is reported in a useful review by Zeisel el at. (2003). Paths with
features of interest along the way have been found to decrease exit seeking
from homes and improve the mood of residents. Gardens have been found
to reduce attempt· to leave the home, reduce aggression, improve sleep
and engage family members with re idents. Common spaces that are
homely have been observed to reduce social withdrawal, and an ambience
with meaningful and understandable sounds, sights and activities has
been found to reduce agitation. Privacy ha been linked with reduced
aggression and agitation and better sleep.

These findings are inevitably biased towards the severer end of de
mentia and people who are more likely to be in residential care. They
promote a relatively recent concern with making the environment as easy
as po ible for people with dementia to understand and navigate.
However, ju t as learned dependency can result from in titutionalisation
there is also a possibiJity of over-compensating with design and planning
adaptations a that the environment no longer offer stimulation or chal
lenge (Lawton Ig80, Ig82, [g8g, [gg8; Scheidt and Windley 2003). If the
result i that people with dementia stay indoors and have no or little out
door activity, it may be more difficult for them to retain those cognitive
capacities uch as wayfinding that are no longer activated.
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Only one study of dementia and the outdoor environment has been
published, based on the observations of people with mild to moderate
dementia who were accompanied on short walks around their neigh
bourhoods (Bunon, Mitchell and Raman 2004). The authors rec
ommended measures that would help people with dementia recognise
and remember street·, places and buildings, such as limiting changes in
the physical environment to minor and incremental alterations, creating
variety in urban forms such as street cenes, and ensuring that seating,
telephone boxes and entrances to buildings are easily understood by
making their function obvious and using traditional designs. They rec
ommended retaining distinctive landmarks to assi t with wayfinding and
keeping signs simple, with the use of obvious ymbols and large, clear
lettering. They also identified some features that they recommended
should be avoided: changes in level that are not clearly marked paving
patterns with sharp colour contrasts, exposure to loud traffic, and areas of
extreme light contrasts. The major limitation of this study was that it did
not test whether environmental adaptations had positive outcome for
older people with dementia. This is clearly important, given the impli
cation of some of their recommendations and how restrictive they would
be if required by regulations, such as traditional designs and incremental
change. The recommendation were deduced from observing and inter
viewing the participants but not from a comparison of a 'dementia
friendly' environment with one lacking specific adaptations. Making' real
world' environmental changes would of course entail considerable prac
tical problems and costs.

This article reports a study that tackled this issue by experimenting with
the use of computer-generated environmental simulations that enable a
per on with dementia to take a virtual walk. On- creen simulation have
the potential of enabling participants to identify what helps or hinders
them, and then for changes to be made to the simulation that can in turn
be evaluated. In virtual reality, the participant repeats a programmed
walk with successive changes or environmental adaptations. As a new field
of re earch, the aim of the study was as much to evaluate lhe validity
and reliability of the technology as to produce substantive findings or
recommendations for phy ical planning and design practice.

Methodology

A computer-generated virtual environment (VE) an be readily changed
by a programmer, enabling participants to experience and test the adap
ted etting. The resulting person-environment interaction can then be
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observed and a participant's performance measured on various tasks be
fore and after an adaptation. A useful feature of YEs is that a person can
interact directly by using a joystick, which they manipulate to move
through the VE as if really there (an experience called' presence '). Prior to

the main study, a pilot project with six older participants with dementia
successfully demonstrated that they could navigate a VE, that they per
ceived elements in it as real, and that they could accomplish several tasks
outdoors, such as posting a letter and finding somewhere to it down
(Flynn et al. 2003).1

The first stage of the main study was to plan a walk through the town
centre of Middlesbrough, a town in northeast England. 2 The walk offered
various environmental encounters such as crossing roads and finding dif
ferent destinations. Three parts of the town centre were selected as ap
propriate. The route was along a quiet side street to a fairly quiet shopping
street, and then along the street to a post office, across to a taxi rank,
through a modern shopping precinct, and finally along a busy road with
bus stop. that ended at public toilets. These environments were simulated
in a detailed virtual reality (VR) model using three-dimensional modelling
and an animation software package. Pavements, kerbs, signs, road mark
ings, diverse street furniture, pedestrians and moving traffic were rep
resented. The model was transferred to a visualisation package run on a
personal computer, and the images projected onto a large curved 6 x 2

metre screen, and accompanied by ambient street sounds. The partici
pants viewed the virtual environment (VE) by sitting in front of the screen
and moving themselves through it using the joystick.

The participants walked the routes through both the VE and in the real
world, enabling their behaviour and performance to be compared as be
tween the real and virtual environments. The rese<trch was conducted in
two phases. In the first, the participants undertook the real-world and
simulated VE w<tlks. In the second, the participants undertook an adapted
VE walk. These adaptations were based on the finding from the first
phase. The VE walks followed a set route with a researcher sitting next to
the participant. After an initial familiarisation exercise, the participants
were invited to proceed towards the first de tination, a quiet side street.
The walk continued with invitations to make their way to a destination or
to undertake a specific task. Ali the walks were recorded on video.
Navigability was investigated by how well each participant proceeded to

destinations and managed at junctions and other deci ion points.
Legibility was evaluated by how well each participant recognised and
located features in the environment, such as the taxi rank or post office.
Safety was assessed by observing each participant's behaviour at points
such as road-crossings and <tsking them about their own perception of
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. afety. Comfort and wellbeing were a sessed by asking the participant
about how they fdt at different tages of the walks and about their likes
and dislikes regarding features of the environment.

The walks were accompanied by an interview chedule that was ad
ministered conversationally. The usc of quantitative measure' \vas im
portant to demon trate any mea urable change in how well participants
managed the walks and the tasks along the way. The video of each es ion
was then cored for na\;gauon, legibility, safety ta k performance and the
participant's expressed level of comfort. The core used Likert scales for
degree of ucces or the number of prompts and were undertaken by two
independent rater. Reliability between the rater wa analy ed using the
intra-class correlation coefficient. 3 Most tasks were scored using a four
point cale, from' I' for best performance (e.g. needed few prompts or
acted safely) to '4' for worst (e.g. could not do the task or did not act safely).
The median and semi-interquartile ranges were computed for each task
for the real-world walk, the VR model of the real-world walk, and the
adapted VE walk.

Comparisons were made between these measures to assess (a) differ
ence. between the real-world town celllre and its VR model, to e\'aluate
the validity of the VR imulation, and (b) differences between the VR
model of the real-world town centre, and the adapted VR model of the
town centre, The ''\'ilcoxon matched-pairs signed-ranks test was u cd to

compare the walk in the real-world and the virtual model. The Iann
Whimey U test was used to compare U1e real-world walk and it \'irtual
model with the adapted virtual model. The different te t were u ed be
cau e whil t all participant undertook the real-world walk and the imu
lated real-world walk in the virtual model, not aU participant~ who
undertook the walk in the adapted \;rtual model had undertaken the
Phase 1 walks.

The participants

Participant were recruited 'vvith their carers by referral from local
National Health Service HS) consultant psychiatrists of old age. The
inclu ion criteria were t.hat u1e p rson had a diagnosis of mild to moderate
dementia of the Alzheimer's or vascular types and were mobile outdoors,
A total of 38 people participated (19 men, 19 women) and they were aged
between 71 and 84 years, All had Mini Mental-St.ate Examination
(MMSE) scores bet\-veen 15 and 29 (Folstein, Fol tein and McHugh 1975).
The consultant established the participant' initial agreement to partici
pate, after which a re earcher arranged a home vi it where they showed
a hort video of we VR cin ma and invited the volunteer and their main
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TAB LEI. Task perfonnance in real, virtual (lion-adapted) and virtual (adapted)
town centres

Virtual
Virtual adapted Rcal

simulation Real compared compared
Real town Virtual with compared to virtual to \~rtual

Task,., centre silnulation adaptations to virtual unadapted adapted

Medi/lTlJ (.rnni-intrrqULlrtllt range) tJfect sl,-" (r)
Finding a house number 1 (0.5) 2 (1.0) 2 (1.5) -0·43" Ns °-37"

<llong a quiet side road
Locating a landmark I (0.3) 2 (0.5) 1 (0.0) 1\s -0·43" Ns

to find a post office
Finding a taxi-rank sign , (0.0) 2 (1.0) 1 (0.0) - 0 ..)0·· -0·7°··· 1\s
Distinguishing betwcen I (1.0) I (n.5) I (n.o) s -0·34" -0·39"

pedestrian and motor
Iraffic surfaces

Finding the number I (0 ..')) 2 (0.5) I (0.5) -0·49" -0.64" 1\s
65 bus stop

Using mirdlouet 2 (t.5) 4 (1.5) 1 (o.o) 1\5 -0.5 1•• -0.50""
sign 10 remember
where to go

Crossing car park I (0.5) 3 (0·5) I (0.0) -0·53" - 0·7'""" Ns
exit to public touets

;\'ollr" /1<0.05:"" P<O.OI;"" /1<0.001; 1\5=nol significant.

carer to sign a consent form. Subsequently, the paruClpants and their
carers were interviewed separately at home to gather background
data about their outdoor lives. They then took part a few days later in
the walking exercises. The participants in Phase 2 were either the same
as in Phase 1 or, if a per on's condi tion had changed, a new participant
wa recruited matched by age, gender, MMSE score and Activities of
Daily Living (ADL) core based on the Bristol ADL Scale (Buck et al.

1996).

Results

The walks incorporated a series of tasks. Table 1 shows the medians and
the semi-interquartiJe ranges (Q) for the task that generated significant
differences as between (a) the real world and its VR simulation, (b) the real
town centre and the adapted VR town centre, and (c) the original and the
adapted VR models of the town centre. These comparison therefore
explore both the extent to which the real town centre was succes fuJly
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simulated and the effects of adaptations to the virtual environment on task
performance.

The first ta k was to find Baker Street, a quiet side street ju t ahead
of the starting point. In both the real-world walk and the VE walk, the
participant found the street easily with a median score of 1 and a semi
interquartile range (Q) of o. They used the street name sign, which was
located on a wall at the entrance to the treet. 0 change was made in
Phase 2 to this clear and easily visible ign. The next task, to find house
number 17 along the street, wa. al 0 completed succe sfully, with a median
score of 1 in the real world and a Q of 0.5. The VR imulation presented
more of a challenge becau e the vi ual resolution of the hou e numbers
was not a clear as on the hou. es in the actual treet, and the scores were
poorer (median 2, Q= I). The participant walked along Baker treet and
emerged onto a street of shops where they were invited to find somewhere
to sit down. This involved locating circular, stainless steel, modern seating
across the road. It was thought that this might be difficult because the
seating wa not of traditional design, but all participants found it easily and
there was little difference in performance between the real world and VE
(both median I, Q =0 real world, Q =0.5 VEl.

The next task was to find a po t office, which wa not visible from the
seating and required participants to find their way using a landmark,
which wa a church in both the real world and the VE. The landmark wa
generally u ed ucce fully in both the real world and the \lE. Although
the median core of I in the real world (Q= 0.3) \\'as better than that of 2 in
the \ E (Q=0.5), the difference was not tati tically ignificant « = - 1.51,
P= O. 13). The landmark \\'a changed in the adapted \ R model to a
prominent red post box and, although thi led to a significant improve
ment there wa no ignificant change in score compared with perform
ance in the real world. It i likely that thi· change helped U1e participants
perceive the projected image but had no real-world implications. In both
the real-world and virtual walks, all participants located u1e post office
with it traditional insignia wlthout djfficulty.

A short route from the post office to a taxi rank involved crossing a road
with no curbs although a string of bollards eparated u1e pede trian path
from the road. One participant commented that they thought the bollards
meant no traffic was allowed along the road; another believed that be
cau. e no road-eros ing was marked, pede trians were not allowed to cross
the road. In both the real world and the unadapted VR model, some
participant had difficulty di tingui hing between the pedestrian path and
the road. The adapted VE in Phase 2 clearly differentiated the colour of
the e two urface, and resulted in a ignificant improvement in the par
ticipants ability to distingui h them: (a) a between the original and
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adapted YEs (z = - 2.12, P=0.03), and (b) in the adapted VE compared to
the real world (z = - 2.34, P= 0.02).

The next section of the walk entered a modern shopping precinct and
ended with the task of locating the entrance to a bus station. On the way,
the participants were invited to find somewhere to sit down; they had no
difficulty locating the green metal seating. This was also the case when
asked to deposit some litter, \\lith all but one participant locating the green
litter bins. All participants successfully located the entrance to the bus
station. This entrance was not obviously to a bus station (buses could not
be seen or heard), except for a large sign' Bus Station' that most partici
pant understood without difficulty. Navigating within the precinct pre 
en ted some problems. The participants found it impossible to use a 'You
are Here' map that was displayed both at the entrance and inside the
precinct to find their way to the bus station. In the adapted VE these map
displays were replaced with two directional landmarks, a fish sculpture
and a ship, both ofwhich pointed the way to the bus station (although with
no text signs). The participants were told that these landmarks would lead
them to the bus station, but they were not found helpful and there was no
significant improvement compared to the maps. The contrast with simple
word signs was striking.

The walk continued along a busy road and the participants were asked
to locate modern glass-and-steel bus shelters. The shelters generally
proved easy to find and no adaptations were made for Phase 2. The bus
numbers were displayed above head level on the bus- top posts and on a
small notice board inside the shelters. The participants were a ked to find
the bus stop for' the number 65'. Most did this successfully in the real
world (median I, Q = 0.5), but less successfully in the VE (median 2,

Q = 0.5), a statistically significant difference. This again appeared to be a
resolution issue. In Phase 2, clearly displayed bus numbers were added at
eye level on the outside of the shelters. There was a significant improve
ment between the original and the adapted YEs (z= -3.97, P<O.OOI). In
effect, the clearer display of the bus numbers in the VE meant that parti
cipants performed as well in the VE as in the real world with finding the
bus stop for the Number 65.

The participants were asked to locate a new-style steel-and-glass tele
phone box and most did so with little difficulty. Two types of wayfinding
were then tested. In the rcal world and the original VR model, the par
ticipants were invited to find their way to public toilets using telephone
boxes that cued a right turn. In Phase 2, the adapted VE included three
signs that pointed the way to the toilets. The participants performed
poorly using the telephone boxes to remember where to go but much
better using the signs. There were significant differences between the real
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world and the adapted VE (z= -3.02 P=0.003) and between the un
adapted VE and the adapted VE (z= -3.17,P=O.o03).

The u e of sign was te ted further in the Phase 2 adapted YEs by
including three different type of directional igns: picture symbols widely
used in th UK (male and female black figure silhouette on a white
background), a text sign (' Public Toilets '), and a ombined. ymbal and
text ign. There was a ib'11ificant difference between the symbol and the
text sign in favour of the latter (z= -2.12, P=0.03, r= -0.34), and be
tween the symbol and the combined symbol/text ign in favour of the
latter. There wa no significant difference between the text sign and the
combined sign. In the real world and in the unadapted VE, the partici
pant had no difficulty with recogni ing the 'Public Toilets' sign and
arriving at thi de tination.

The attractivene s and safety of environments

At various tage of the walk, the pani irant were a ked how
anractive and how safe they found the environment, and their safety be
haviour was ob erved and cored. The traffic-free 'hopping precinct
was the best-liked environment, and prompted comment su h as 'plenty
of room to walk about', 'plenty of eats', 'niee pa\;ng pattern ' and
'no traffic'. Its median s ore for attractivene s was (I' (Q= 0.5) in the
real world and (I' (Q= O. I) in the \ E. The first hopping. treet en
countered on the walk . cored Ie well, with a median of' 2 (Q= 0.5)
in the r al world and \ E. Although Ie liked than the hopping
precinct, the hopping treet wa not di liked and prompted po itive
remarks such a , 'good variety of hop " 'not too many people about'
and 'bright and wide'. The next street encountered w\\-ard the nd
of the walk, wa bu ier and, although compared unfa ourably with the
shopping pr inct, received a imilar core to the hopping treet. Wide
and r lativ Iy litter-free pavement were commented upon favourably,
as well as the modern bus helters, which were approv d as places to wait
for a bus.

The least liked environment wa the first side street, Baker treet, about
which the participants made remarks uch as ' cruffy' 'too many ars'
and 'too narrow'. The virtual model appeared to simulate tJ1is well, with
no significant differen e compared to tJ1e real-world treet. Having
taken advice from the 10 al autJlOrity planner on the project' advi ory
group, the attractivene of the street wa improved in tJ1e adapted VR
model by adding treet furniture mall tree and traffic calming m di
fication . Thi resulted in a more po itive rating of how inviting it was,
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and the score were significantly higher than in the real world (z = - 2.32,

P=0.02).

Crossing roads

The VR technology had limitations in its simulation of road-cro sing be
haviour. Despite the semi-immersive wide-screen projection, it was not
possible to reproduce the extent of peripheral vision experienced in the
real world. Although during the real-world 'walks all roads were generally
crossed afely, much of the road-crossing behaviour in the virtual en
\;ronment was un afC. Crossing the first shopping sU'eet \Va undertaken
marginally more safely than cro sing a goods entrance later in the walk
(z= - 1.90, p=0.06, r= -0.33). This may be because there was more
traffic along the shopping street and that this led the participants to act
more afely.

Many believe that dementia at the mild to moderate stages presents
particular risks when crossing roads, but overall we found that the par
ticipants were very aware of the dangers of motor traffic. It may be that
people with dementia are discouraged too much from using outdoor
spaces with traffic. The popularity of the shopping precinct, however, had
much to do with the absence of motor traffic, while the busy shopping
street elicited positive comments about the width of both the pavements
and the road, which contrasted strongly with the widely disliked first side
street. At the end of the walks, the participants were a ked whether they
would have liked to have walked the route on their own. The rna t com
mon response for the real world, unadapted and adapted VE walks was
'possibly'. \'\ hen asked if they would like to walk the route with omeone
else, the answers were generaLly positive for all environments. There was
least variation for the adapted VE, with all participants answering that
they would be confident to walk the route with someone el e.

Cognitive irnpainnent and peifonnance

The participants' ta k performance was analysed by their level of cognitive
impairment, as assessed using the MMSE score. In the real world, the
lower the MMSE score, the more likely participants were to act unsafely in
the first side street (Spealman's rho = - 0.70, P= 0.002). Thi suggests that
focusing on the task of finding a particular address distracted the more
cognitively-impaired participant from the dangers of road traffic. A lower
MMSE score was also associated with navigating less well out of the
shopping precinct, liking the busy road less, and being less likely to identify
the function of the modern phone boxe .4
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Discussion

The re ults of the reponed trial uggest that a real town centre offer
relatively few ob tacles for people with mild to moderat dementia; road
cro ing a generally safe and the treet furniture wa reco TIli ed. Some
improvemen ,however made a mea urable difference, parti ularly tho e
to si~age. Sign that identified a bus tation, a po t offi e and bu stop
and that indicated the direction for public toilet worked well, and the
·traightforward descriptive text sign in clear lettering worked be t. We
conclude that clearly displayed sign using explicit word or numbers de
liver a significant ben >fit for people \\;th dementia, and eflectively indicate
both the way to de tinations and tJ1e function of buildings and other ob
jects in ilie environment. Thi finding i consistent with other evidence
that people wiili dementia are better at under tanding word than photo
graph', in particular when the subject is Ie s familiar (Gross et ai. 2004).
The retention of semantic memory among many people with Alzheimer'
disease, despite the impairment of episodic memory, also points to
the likely value of clear word igns, for many arc understandable even
tJlOugh other ahilitie are ignificantJy impaired. ~Iap , however, proved
impo 'sible to u e as a navigation de\·ice.

Cro sing roads safely \A;as generally not a problem, although partici
pants with greater cognitivc impairment experienced more difficulty,
including problem with surface hared between pede trian and motor
traffi unl very clearly demarcat d. Participants tended to di like motor
traffic, which was reflected in how much they liked Lhe p de triani ed
hopping precinct compar d to other ettings, altJ10ugh wide pavemen

and road appeared to ameliorate the effects of traffic. Contrary to Burton,
~ Iitchell and Raman (2004.), we found no ignificant problem \\;th mo t
participant' ability to recogni e the function and purpo e of modem
de ign of eating telephone boxe and bu shelter although Lho e \\;th
greater impairment were ag-ain more likely to have difficulty with the
legibility of ilie e objects. dding landmark a navigation aid was not
'uc es. ful, although landmark in familiar environment may till be
important (Sheenan, Burton and Mitchell 2006).

\\ e did find that as impairment in rea ed, the cnvironment became
more challenging for our participants, even \~th the att mpted improve
ment or adaptations. It is difficult to generali e about a cut-off point at
which adaptation be orne irrelevant, not least becau e people with evere
dem ntia were excluded from our tudy. The change we propo e are
quite modest but are likely to be of benefit to tho e \~th mild to moderate
impairment. vVheilier th y would actually encourage more outdoor
walking \ ould need further re earch but thi em likel and could
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be promoted to raise awareness about the benefits of taying active
outdoors.

Overall, the participants enjoyed the walks and encountered relatively
few problems, although they preferred to be accompanied. During the
interviews with the participants and their carers prior to the walks, there
were many expressions of appreciation of both the social and aesthetic
features of outdoor environments. Diminished outdoor activity was ex
perienced as a decrease in quality of life. The most common reason for
going out was shopping. Walking in a town centre and other outdoor
environment should therefore be encouraged for people with dementia,
and those at the mild to moderate stages appear able to undertake many
activities independently. Improving signage along recommended lines,
and creating more spaces free from or generously separated from traffic
and with convenient seating, are likely to support this independence and
also to enhance the experience of being outdoors when the support of a
carer is needed.

Technical limitations

There were technical limitations to the VR and projection technology,
especially with detailed resolution and the ability to reproduce the full
extent of the participants' real-world peripheral vision. Although the latter
affected our ability to simulate road-crossing behaviour, safe road-crossing
was not a problem in the real world, so this limitation does not affect our
recommendations. Resolution problems with signage were more of an
issue. While improving the visibility of the bus numbers on the shelters at
the stops clearly helped in the VE, the lack of an effect compared to the
real world suggests that the VE effect is associated with its poorer resol
ution when compared with the real world. In addition, although we found
that our participants were able to usc a joystick to navigate the YEs, this
pre ented more of a challenge than navigating the real-world environment
because of the skill needed to co-ordinate -joystick movements with
movements in the VE.

Conclusions

The United Nations Organisation identifies 4-5 countries that have passed
di ability-specific laws, but the institutional frameworks within which dis
ability policies are established and implemented vary (United Nations,
Committee on a Comprehensive and Integral International Convention
on the Protection and Promotion of the Rights and Dignities of Persons
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with Oi abilities 2006). For example, weden incorporates di 'ability
rights into ther legislation uch a its Planning and Building Aclthat requires
the built environment to be de igned with mean enabling people
with limited mobility or orientation capacity to u e the area ( weden,
National Bard of Hou ing, Building and Planning 2006: t3). Although

weden i one of the few countrie. that explicitly recogni es orientation
capacity a a disability, there i· little guidance about how the built
environment should be designed to take thi into account, in weden or
el wh I' .

We con lude that planner and designer should make more u. e of
imple text ign a aid for na\'igation and for identif~ ing the purpo. e of

object and place in the mironment. This labelling of fearur in the
outdoor environment a an explicit adaptation for tho e WiUl dementia
would benefit other and raise awarenc.. of dementia. Becau e the num
ber of people with dementia is considerable and growing, even the small
impro\'ements from. uch change. would represent a large global gain.
The e improvements could also complement and even enhance the ben
efits of dru that help with the symptom of dementia. FurulCI' benefit
may extend to family carers by helpin cr to make shared outdoor trip a
more enjoyable experience. Yet it is important not to exaggerate how
much the outdoor environment hould be adapted. Our participants en
joyed th ir walks and ome clearly would have liked to go out more.
Although.ome problem. \\~th negotiating the outdoor environment were
identified, there seems little rea on \\'hy peopl with mild to moderate
dementia should regard a town centre like ~1iddle brough' a generally
unfriendly to their impairm nl.
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2 The area is dose to the Virtual Reality Centre at the University of Teesside that was
used for lhe VE exercises.

3 All coefficients were significant and the average exceeded 0-7 for both types of walk.
Given this degree of reliahility, only the research assistant's scores was used in the
analysis (he had accompanied the participants on the walks).

4 The successive test statistics (rho, p) were: - 0.50, 0.04 for poorer navigation;
-0·57, 0.02 for dislike of the road; and -0.61,0.01 for poor identification oftele
phone boxes.
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